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I. INTRODUCTION: FOOD INSECURITY IN ONE OF THE RICHEST COUNTRIES

In Illinois, one in nine people struggle with hunger.¹ Roughly 1,395,970 people are struggling with hunger and of them, almost a

* Juris Doctor Candidate, UIC John Marshall Law School, May 2021
third are children.\textsuperscript{2} Additionally, 11.2 percent of Illinois households are food insecure, meaning that the individuals are unable to provide adequate food for one or more household members due to lack of resources.\textsuperscript{3} In the United States as a whole, that number is even worse.\textsuperscript{4} In 2017, the United States Department of Agriculture reported that over 12 percent of American households are food insecure - over 41 million people in the United States face hunger.\textsuperscript{5} One in eight households in the United States had difficulty at some point throughout the year in providing enough food for all members.\textsuperscript{6}

Food insecurity in America has been a problem in this country throughout its history.\textsuperscript{7} Food insecurity is measured by the Food Security Supplement survey conducted by the United States Census Bureau.\textsuperscript{8} Although the right to food is not recognized by the United States Constitution, this issue maintains the attention of the Executive and Legislative branches through the implementation of social welfare programs to combat food

\textsuperscript{2} Id.

\textsuperscript{4} 41 Million People in the United States Face Hunger, FEEDING AMERICA (Sept. 6, 2017), www.feedingamerica.org/about-us/press-room/new-data [perma.cc/E7J5-NPEQ].

\textsuperscript{5} Id.

\textsuperscript{6} Id.


\textsuperscript{8} Food Security in the United States, U.S. DEPT AGRIC. (Sept. 9, 2020), www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/food-security-in-the-united-states [perma.cc/9TA5-XXUY]. The Current Population Survey Food Security Supplement is the source of all national and State-level data on food insecurity. Documentation: Overview of Surveys, FOOD SECURITY UNITED STATES (Sept. 9, 2020), www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/food-security-in-the-united-states/documentation/#cps [perma.cc/D7VG-34JB]. The information from the Current Population Survey is used in the Department of Agriculture’s annual reports on household food security throughout the country. Id. The Survey “is a monthly labor force survey of about 50,000 households conducted by the Census Bureau for the Bureau of Labor Statistics.” Id. After completing the labor force questions relevant to the census, the same households are then asked a series of questions regarding food security, food expenditures, and use of food and nutrition assistance programs. Id.
insecurity. Beginning with the nation’s first federal Food Stamp Program in 1939 to the recent advancements of Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (“SNAP”) programs in some states to include restaurant meals, there is no doubt that progress has been made. However, there is much more progress to be made in order to recognize American citizens’ right to food.

As this Comment will demonstrate, food insecurity is an issue that has been on the minds of politicians and legislators throughout recent history. However, unlike many other countries, the right to food is not recognized by the United States. In making those points, Part II of this Comment chronicles the timeline through federally implemented food programs and evaluates the Illinois Public Aid Code as it relates to food aid. Next, Part III of this Comment will analyze the United States’ position in recognizing particular human rights and the right to food in comparison to international standards and the recognition of the right to food. Finally, this Comment proposes two alterations to the Restaurant Meals Program: 1) the federal implantation of the Restaurant Meals Program so those battling food insecurity throughout the country may receive the same benefits no matter the state he or she may reside in, and 2) an amendment that would allow all individuals receiving SNAP benefits to redeem benefits at participating restaurants – not just the elderly, disabled, and/or homeless victims.


10. States including Rhode Island and Arizona already have restaurant meal programs in place for some SNAP beneficiaries to use. See SNAP Restaurant Meals Program, STATE R.I. DEPT HUMAN SERVICES, www.dhs.ri.gov/Programs/RESTAURANT%20MEALS%20PROGRAM%20FLYER%20Q&A.pdf [perma.cc/T8SZ-2H6A] (last visited Oct. 8, 2019) (providing that the Rhode Island Department of Human Services has approved regulations allowing homeless households, some elderly SNAP recipients, and some disabled SNAP recipients to utilize SNAP benefits to buy prepared restaurant meals); and Restaurant Meals Program, ARIZ. DEPT OF ECON. SECURITY, des.az.gov/content/restaurant-meals-program [perma.cc/5YMN-QFBA] (last visited Oct. 10, 2019) (illustrating that the Restaurant Meals Program in Arizona is a Nutrition Assistance program which allows certain disabled, elderly, and homeless participants to use their EBT cards to purchase prepared meals from participating restaurants).


12. FOOD AND AGRIC. ORG. OF THE UNITED NATIONS, supra note 9.
II. BACKGROUND

A. The “Right” to Food in the United States and Timeline Through Federal Food Programs

Under the United States Constitution, there is no fundamental right to food security in our country. However, there is some recognition of a fundamental right to food under food stamp programs (now Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (“SNAP”)) enacted by the federal and state governments.14 The first Federal food stamp program began in 1939; six years after the Federal Surplus Relief Corporation was established during the midst of the Great Depression.15

Among the United States’ Department of Agriculture’s goals is the aim to increase food security and reduce hunger by increasing access to food, a healthful diet, and nutrition education for low-income Americans.16 SNAP is one way the federal government is trying to achieve those goals.17 In 2019, over 34 million persons participated in the federal government’s SNAP program.18 Of those more than 34 million persons, SNAP benefits impacted over 17 million households to reach a cost of almost 45 billion dollars annually.19 This number of SNAP participants represents a decrease from 2016 in which over 44 million persons participated in

13. Although the Constitution does not recognize a “right to food,” nor many other positive socioeconomic rights for that matter, one position is that the Court’s decision in Obergefell v. Hodges simulates a changing perspective on the right of human dignity. See Maxine D. Goodman, The Obergefell Marriage Equality Decision, with Its Emphasis on Human Dignity, and a Fundamental Right to Food Security, 13 HASTINGS RACE & POVERTY L.J. 149, 175 (2017) (opining that the Court’s view towards extending basic rights to same-sex couples should be extended to recognize a fundamental right to food security under a Fourteenth Amendment Due Process or Equal Protection analysis).


15. Id.


17. Id.


19. Id.
the program at an annual cost of over 66 billion dollars annually.\textsuperscript{20}

1. First Food Stamp Program

The first food stamp program in the United States was created in 1939.\textsuperscript{21} The basic legislation first authorizing food assistance for low-income individuals in the United States began during the Great Depression.\textsuperscript{22} However, the program as we know it today was created in 1939.\textsuperscript{23} The foundation for the federal government’s Food Stamp Program was laid in 1933 as part of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.\textsuperscript{24} This program, which was then known as the Federal Surplus Relief Corporation, was established to support farmers whose crop prices had fallen dramatically during the Great Depression.\textsuperscript{25} In order to bolster farmers, the federal government purchased basic farm commodities at discounted prices and distributed them amongst “hunger relief agencies” throughout states and local communities.\textsuperscript{26} This first Food Stamp Program allowed citizens to buy orange stamps equal to their normal food expenditures.\textsuperscript{27} For every one dollar an individual purchased in orange stamps, 50 cents of blue stamps were given.\textsuperscript{28} Of the stamps received, orange could be used to purchase any food and blue could be used to buy food determined by the United States Department of Agriculture to be surplus.\textsuperscript{29}

This program ended in the spring of 1943, only four years after its conception, because “the conditions that brought the program into being – unmarketable food surpluses and widespread unemployment – no longer existed.”\textsuperscript{30} However, during those four years, about 20 million people in almost half of the counties in the United States participated in the Food Stamp Program.\textsuperscript{31} Peak participation in the program was four million at a total cost of 262 million dollars.\textsuperscript{32}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item[20.] Id.
  \item[21.] A Short History of SNAP, FOOD NUTRITION SERVICE U.S. DEPT AGRIC. (Sept. 11, 2018), www.fns.usda.gov/snap/short-history-snap [perma.cc/7WKX-7FS8].
  \item[23.] A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.
  \item[24.] The History of Snap, supra note 14.
  \item[25.] Id.
  \item[26.] Id.
  \item[27.] A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.
  \item[28.] Id.
  \item[29.] COMMITTEE ON EXAMINATION OF THE ADEQUACY OF FOOD RESOURCES AND SNAP ALLOTMENTS & FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL BOARD COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL STATISTICS, supra note 16 at 29.
  \item[30.] A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.
  \item[31.] Id.
  \item[32.] Id.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
2. The Pilot Food Stamp Program from 1961 – 1964

The 1960s heralded the next era of Federal food stamp programs. The Pilot Food Stamp Program existed in the United States between 1961 and 1964. In the eighteen years between the end of the initial program in 1943 and 1961, many studies, reports, and legislative proposals had been conducted. On February 2, 1961, President Kennedy utilized his first Executive Order to initiate the Food Stamp pilot programs. In response to campaign promises made, President Kennedy’s pilot Food Stamp programs advocated for expanded food distribution and retained the requirement that food stamps be purchased, but eradicated the concept of special stamps for surplus foods. This program also focused on increasing the consumption of perishable food products.

3. The Food Stamp Act of 1964

On January 31, 1964, President Johnson requested that Congress pass legislation making the Food Stamp Program permanent. Some purposes of the Food Stamp Act of 1964 were to strengthen the agricultural economy and provide “improved levels of nutrition among low income households.” The practical purpose, however, was to bring the pilot program under Congressional control. Additionally, the Food Stamp Act enacted these regulations into law.

Of the new Food Stamp Act, major provisions included requiring: a State Plan of Operation and the development of eligibility standards by the States; individuals purchase the

33. See COMMITTEE ON EXAMINATION OF THE ADEQUACY OF FOOD RESOURCES AND SNAP ALLOTMENTS & FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL BOARD COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL STATISTICS, supra note 16 at 29-31 (noting that President John F. Kennedy’s first executive order “expanded food distribution programs” and that the USDA initiated multiple food stamp pilot programs in the early 1960s).

34. A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.

35. Id.

36. COMMITTEE ON EXAMINATION OF THE ADEQUACY OF FOOD RESOURCES AND SNAP ALLOTMENTS & FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL BOARD COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL STATISTICS, supra note 16 at 29.

37. A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.

38. Id.

39. Id.


41. Id.

42. A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.

Evaluating Section 12-4.13c of The Illinois Public Aid Code

stamps, participation be limited to those whose income is determined “to be a substantial limiting factor in the attainment of a nutritionally adequate diet,” the coupons shall be used to purchase food in food stores approved for participation in the program, and the establishment of eligibility for the consumption of all food except alcoholic beverages and imported foods. The Food Stamp Act appropriated funding limited to 75 million dollars in its first year, 100 million dollars for its second year, and 200 million dollars for its third year. The Department of Agriculture estimated that citizens’ participation in a national Food Stamp Program would eventually reach four million individuals at an annual cost of 360 million dollars.

4. The 1960s Through the 1980s

After the passing of the Food Stamp Act in 1964, participation in food stamp benefits was rapidly growing. In 1965, participation surpassed the expected participation rate and reached over half a million citizens. In the following ten years, participation reached 15 million by October of 1974. The Department of Agriculture attributed this rapid increase in participation to geographic expansion.

The Food Stamp Program saw significant legislative reform throughout the 1970s. The Food Stamp Act Amendment of 1970 was passed in January of 1971. This amendment established uniform national standards of eligibility and work registration requirements, required that Food Stamp allotments be equivalent to the cost of a nutritionally adequate diet, and limited households’ purchase requirements to 30 percent of their income. Additionally,

---

44. Id.
45. Id. at § 5.
46. Id. at § 6.
47. A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.
48. Id.
49. Id.
50. The success of the pilot federal food stamp programs prompted President Johnson to enact the Food Stamp Act of 1964. COMMITTEE ON EXAMINATION OF THE ADEQUACY OF FOOD RESOURCES AND SNAP ALLOTMENTS & FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL BOARD COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL STATISTICS, supra note 16 at 29-31. The program was signed into law “under the auspices of his ‘War on Poverty.’” Id.
51. Participation in SNAP at the time actually rose to 561,261 individuals. A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.
52. Id.
53. Id.
54. Id.
56. A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.
the amendment instituted an outreach requirement, authorized the Department of Agriculture to pay 62.5 percent of administrative costs incurred by States, expanded the program to Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands, and allotted 1.75 billion dollars in appropriations for the 1971 fiscal year.\^57

In 1973, the Agriculture and Consumer Protection Act of 1973 was passed.\^58 This Act required that all states expand the Food Stamp program to each political jurisdiction before July of 1974; expanded the program to benefit both drug addicts and alcoholics in treatment and rehabilitation centers; established semi-annual allotment adjustments, Supplemental Security Income ("SSI") cash-out, and bi-monthly issuance; and required the Department of Agriculture to establish temporary eligibility standards for disasters.\^59 Further, benefits could be used to purchase a new category of items — seeds and plants that produce food for consumption.\^60 In 1974, an amendment to the Agriculture and Consumer Protection Act of 1973 authorized the Department of Agriculture to pay 50 percent of all States’ costs in administering the program.\^61 This law also established a requirement for States to utilize efficient and effective administration practices.\^62

Beginning in 1974, the Food Stamp Program began operating across the entire country in accordance with the extension and amendment to the Agricultural Act of 1970 “for the purpose of assuring consumers of plentiful supplies of food and fiber at reasonable prices.”\^63 In 1976, participation in the Program included 18.5 million American citizens.\^64

Additional legislative changes occurred through the Food and Agriculture Act of 1977.\^65 Most significantly, the new law eliminated the purchase requirement because of the barrier it presented to participation the requirement.\^66 The new legislation also penalized families whose head of household voluntarily left their jobs, raised the general resource limit to 1,750 dollars, and restricted eligibility for students and aliens.\^67

In the early 1980s, the Food Stamp Program came under close scrutiny of the Executive and Legislative branches leading to

\^57. Id.
\^58. Id.
\^60. A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.
\^61. Id.
\^62. Id.
\^63. Id.
\^64. Id.
\^66. A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.
significant cutbacks. By 1981, participation reached a new record high of 22.4 million people. In 1981 and 1982, cutbacks included a temporary freeze on adjustments of the shelter deduction cap and constraints on future adjustments, prohibited using federal funds for outreach, replaced the Food Stamp Program in Puerto Rico with a grant for nutrition assistance, and increased disqualification periods for voluntary quitters.

Following these drastic cutbacks in the early 1980s, the mid-to-late 1980s exemplified the severe domestic hunger problems faced by many Americans using the Food Stamp Program. In 1985 and 1987, changes to the law eliminated sales taxes on food stamp purchases, reinstated categorical eligibility, increased eligibility for the homeless, and expanded nutrition education. The 1988 and 1990 legislation made significant improvements to the Program including the exclusion of advance earned income tax credits as income, making outreach an optional activity for states, and authorized nutrition education grants. Additionally, the Program established Electronic Benefit Transfer (“EBT”) as an issuance alternative.

5. 1988 Through 2004 – the Development of EBT

EBT modernized the Food Stamp program in ways its creators likely doubted possible. EBT allows a recipient to authorize the transfer of governmental benefits from a federal account to a retailer account to pay for products. The benefits are delivered to participants on a debit card. EBT helped decrease food stamp fraud "by creating an electronic record of each food stamp transaction, making it easier to identify violations." The rate of trafficking food stamps for cash decreased from almost four percent in the 1990s to around one percent after the complete

68. A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.
69. Id.
70. Id.; see also Steven V. Roberts, Food Stamps Program: How it Grew and How Reagan Wants to Cut it Back, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 4, 1981), www.nytimes.com/1981/04/04/us/food-stamps-program-it-grew-reagan-wants-cut-it-back-budget-targets.html [perma.cc/SET5-3L6C] (providing that the Federal budget director at the time stated this proposal was designed to “thwart strikers,” even though it was believed that “strikers make up less than 1 percent of the food stamp rolls”).
71. A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.
72. Id.
73. Id.
74. Id.
75. Id.
77. A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.
implementation of EBT. The EBT card can be used to purchase food from authorized food retailers and, save a few exceptions like alcohol and tobacco, does not directly influence what foods can be purchased using the benefits.


The Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008, which became public law in May of 2008, increased the federal commitment to federal food assistance programs by more than 10 billion dollars over the next decades. Additionally, it changed the name of the Federal Food Stamps program to SNAP and the Food Stamp Act of 1977 to the Food and Nutrition Act of 2008. It granted states the flexibility to change the name to SNAP – Illinois is one of the states that did.

Some changes this law created included: extending simplified reporting to all households; requiring the USDA to set standards for major changes in program design; extending transitional benefits to those leaving a state-funded cash assistance program; and providing for the mandatory and discretionary exclusion of certain retirement and education accounts from allowable household financial resources. Further, the law was now acknowledged as the standard issuance vehicle of SNAP benefits.

Within the federal government, much of the administration of these SNAP benefits has been delegated by the Department of Agriculture to the Federal Food and Nutrition Service.

B. The Illinois Public Aid Code and 305 ILCS 5/12-4.13c

The Illinois Public Aid Code aims to “assist in the alleviation and prevention of poverty and thereby to protect and promote the

78. Id.
79. COMMITTEE ON EXAMINATION OF THE ADEQUACY OF FOOD RESOURCES AND SNAP ALLOTMENTS & FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL BOARD COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL STATISTICS, supra note 16 at 14.
81. A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.
84. Id. at § 4116
85. Id. at § 4106
86. Id. at § 4104
87. A Short History of SNAP, supra note 21.
health and welfare of all the people of this State.” This code in its entirety authorizes financial aid and social welfare services “for persons in need thereof by reason of unemployment, illness, or other cause depriving them of the means of a livelihood compatible with health and well-being” through the coordination and use of all resources in Illinois – both governmental and private. Although the code focuses on many more aspects of social welfare services, this Comment will limit its discussion to the code’s implications on SNAP in Illinois.

In Illinois, SNAP reached almost two million residents in 2019. In the same year, 14 percent of the state population, or one out of every seven people, received benefits. More than 63 percent of SNAP participants are in families with children, almost 30 percent are in families with members who are elderly or have disabilities, and more than 43 percent are in working families.

In July 2019, Illinois’ Public Aid Code was amended by the addition of Section 12-4.13c. The amendment requires that the Department of Human Services establish a Restaurant Meals Program as part of the federal Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. Under the Restaurant Meals Program, Illinois households with elderly or disabled members, and their spouses, will have the option to redeem their SNAP benefits at private establishments contracted with the Department of Human Services to offer meals for concessional prices. The Restaurant Meals Program will be operational on or before January 1, 2020.

Illinois’s Restaurant Meals Program would allow participants to use their benefits on meals at fast-food restaurants. Supporters of this bill recognize that there may be a trade-off between pricing at restaurants and grocery stores, but acknowledge that individuals

90. Id.
92. Id.
93. Id.
95. Id. See also Alexia Elejalde-Ruiz, Dining Out on Food Stamps: Bill to Let Some Recipients Spend SNAP Benefits at Restaurants Heads to Pritzker’s Desk, CHI TRIB. (May 17, 2019), www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-food-stamps-restaurant-meals-20190515-story.html [https://perma.cc/8BQD-C4C3] (providing opinions from the leaders of the legislative efforts stating that SNAP recipients’ ability to access restaurants “offers them an opportunity to be part of the wider community”).
96. Id.
97. Id.
who may be able to take advantage of this program have limited options for hot meals. Although this Illinois amendment does help address food inequality within the state, the United States as a whole fails to recognize the right to food as a fundamental right and, as of October of 2020, the United States Department of Agriculture has yet to approve this Illinois Act. This Comment will address possible solutions to this lack of recognition of the right to food more thoroughly in Section IV.

### III. Analysis

Food insecurity in America has no doubt been on the minds of legislators throughout the past century, with the implementation of multiple SNAP programs. However, our country still recognizes no constitutional right to food. The United States has made clear that “we do not treat the right to food as an enforceable obligation.” Nevertheless, our country asserts that it does “pursue[] policies that promote access to food, and it is our objective to achieve a world where everyone has access to food.”

99. See id. (providing that the prices of foods at restaurants are higher than what the same items may be at a grocery store). Additionally, although a 1970 addition to the Food Stamp Act of 1964 allowed elderly homebound and disabled participants to use coupons for delivered meals, the extension of the program is not as limiting as those requirements. See also COMMITTEE ON EXAMINATION OF THE ADEQUACY OF FOOD RESOURCES AND SNAP ALLOTMENTS & FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL BOARD COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL STATISTICS, supra note 16 at 42 (providing that Meals on Wheels was an eligible entity that could accept coupons by this class of SNAP beneficiaries on a voluntary basis).


104. Id.
Comment will now analyze the seemingly counterintuitive stance of the United States.

A. Human Rights Recognized in the United States

Under the Bill of Rights, guarantees of certain civil rights grant our country’s citizens a wide array of human rights. Those include but are not limited to the right to freedom of religion, the right to free speech, freedom of the press, the right to bear arms, the right to a speedy and public trial in all criminal prosecutions, and the right to be free from testifying on your own behalf in criminal prosecutions. There is no question that the United States does recognize a broad variety of human rights; however, it is necessary for the addition of a nationally recognized right to food. The stance of the United States is in drastic opposition to the stances taken by many other developed countries and their recognition of a right to food.

B. International Standards for the Right to Food

Internationally, over one billion individuals are undernourished. Additionally, over 2 billion people suffer from a lack of essential vitamins and minerals in the food they eat. Almost 6 million children die each year from malnutrition or other related diseases, resulting in almost half of all preventable deaths. The United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights asserts that “[c]ombatting hunger and malnutrition is more than a moral duty or a policy choice; in many countries, it is a legally binding human rights obligation.”

---

106. Id.
107. See Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 460 (1966) (holding that “the constitutional foundation underlying the privilege [of the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination] is the respect a government must accord to the dignity and integrity of its citizens”); see also Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 305 (1972) (holding that “even the vilest criminal remains a human being possessed of common human dignity”).
109. Id.
110. Id.
111. Id.
addresses four major misconceptions about the right to food. The Office clarifies that the right to food is not the same as a right to be fed; the denial of the right to food is not a result of a lack of food in the world; the right to food is different from food security and food sovereignty; and the right to adequate food is not the same as the right to safe food.

1. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

Similar to the United States Department of Agriculture, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations dedicates its efforts to lead international efforts to defeat hunger. Further, the agency’s primary goal is “to achieve food security to all and make sure that people have regular access to enough high-quality food to lead active, healthy lives.” Additional efforts of the agency include helping eliminate hunger, food insecurity, and malnutrition; making agriculture, forestry and fisheries more productive and sustainable; reducing rural poverty; enabling inclusive and efficient agricultural and food systems; and increasing the resilience of livelihoods to threats and crises.

The Food and Agriculture Organization reports that more than 820 million people still suffer from chronic hunger. And, despite a stronger political commitment from countries around the world, “investments and policies are not being fully effective in fighting hunger and malnutrition and are not reaching some population groups.” As such, the Food and Agriculture Organization has dedicated much effort to the advancement of human rights treaties, educational documents, and informational guidelines establishing

---


114. The authors of this Fact Sheet address common misconceptions and clarify that “[t]he right to food is not a right to be fed, but primarily the right to feed oneself in dignity.” Id. Further, “individuals are expected the meet their own needs, through their own efforts and using their own resources.” Id. According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, the world produces enough food to feed the entire international population. Id. Lastly, the right to food requires adequate food to be both available and accessible. Id. Adequacy in this context “refers to quantity, quality, and appropriateness, taking into account cultural aspects as well as the physiology of the individual (e.g. sex, age, and health”). Id.


116. Id.


118. Id.

119. Id.
the implementation of the right to food.120

2. International Agreements and Covenants on the Right to Food

“The right to adequate food is realized when every man, woman and child, alone or in community with others, has physical and economic access at all times to adequate food or means for its procurement.”121 On December 10, 1948, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was passed “in the aftermath of the horrors of World War II.”122 That declaration “recognizes the human right to food in the context of the right to an adequate standard of living.”123 Further, “[e]veryone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself of his family, including food . . . .”124 The General Assembly adopted the Declaration “with eight nations abstaining from the vote but none dissenting.”125

Further, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights states that “[t]he States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate food . . . .”126

120. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations provides information via a handbook to “provide practical information and guidelines for national legislators and individual parties or groups interested in establishing or strengthening the legal and institutional framework surrounding the right to food, in accordance with the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights [] and other relevant instruments of international human rights law.” Fact Sheet No. 34, The United Nations Human Rights: The Right to Adequate Food, supra note 108. The handbook further provides binding and non-binding instruments assisting in the “formulation process of the concept of the human right to food and recognition of this right in international instruments,” normative content categories, and obligations of states. Id. Additionally, it evaluates the implications and consequences of constitutional recognition of this right to food through explicit, “as a guiding principle,” and implicit views. Id.


123. Id.


The Covenant also recognizes that those same States “will take appropriate steps to ensure the realization of this right [to food], recognizing to this effect the essential importance of international co-operation based on free consent.”127 The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights was comprised of 170 nations.128 Of those 170 nations, 71 were signatories.129 Although the United States signed the agreement on October 5, 1977,130 it has not yet become a State Party.131

Although the United States was a member nation in the drafting and adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, our country fails to recognize the economic, social, and cultural rights guarantee in the Declaration.132 Statutes and some state constitutions do address issues like access to food, however, the right to food is not recognized as a right to which all people are entitled.133 This perspective differs drastically from international recognitions of the right to food.134

C. Statutory Implementation is not Sufficient for Right to Food Recognition

Although state legislators, like those in Illinois, have enacted statutes that provide access to food to some who are food insecure, that legislation is inefficient for our country. The national recognition of a right to food is necessary to protect the vulnerable of our country and guarantee this internationally recognized right to those in our country. Further, this right to food must be free from governmental interference that could cut spending or limit households benefitting from SNAP.135 Governmental intervention

127. Id.
129. Id.
130. Id.
131. FOOD AND AGRIC. ORG. OF THE UNITED NATIONS, supra note 9.
133. Id.
134. See FOOD AND AGRIC. ORG. OF THE UNITED NATIONS, supra note 9 (sorting Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations member countries by levels of recognition to the right to adequate food). Countries can be categorized by the “[e]xplicit protection of the right to adequate food,” “[i]mplicit protection of the right to adequate food,” “[d]irective principles of state policy,” “[n]ational status of international obligations,” and “[o]ther pertinent provisions for the realization of the right to adequate food.” Id.
is by no means the same as the right to food guaranteed internationally.\textsuperscript{136}

In 2019, the Trump administration has proposed new rules that would allow millions of Americans to lose SNAP benefits.\textsuperscript{137} On July 24, the Trump Administration proposed altering the way states calculate who is eligible to receive SNAP benefits.\textsuperscript{138} The proposed change is called broad-based categorical eligibility, and "was designed to give states further discretion to determine who needs food stamps beyond federal requirements."\textsuperscript{139} The language of the proposal alleges that this categorical eligibility "is intended to apply only when the conferring program has properly determined eligibility."\textsuperscript{140} Additionally, people whose gross income is 130 percent above the federal poverty line – which equals slightly more than 16,000 dollars per person – or people who have more than 2,250 dollars in assets will no longer qualify to receive federal SNAP benefits.\textsuperscript{141} If this proposal is adopted, an estimated 3.6 million Americans would no longer receive benefits.\textsuperscript{142}

In October of 2019, the Agriculture Department moved again to cut spending on food stamps, resulting in a cut of 4.5 billion dollars from the program over five years.\textsuperscript{143} Although this proposed cut is seemingly slight for the overall SNAP program, it is still the third time the Trump Administration has attempted to cut food stamp spending.\textsuperscript{144} In this proposal, income and expenses would be calculated when benefits are decided in a more modern way, and will be altered to additionally set a fixed allowance for heating and cooling costs based on the average utility costs in each state.\textsuperscript{145} If this proposal is implemented, the average loss in benefits would be 31 dollars per month and the average gain would be 13 dollars per

the possibility of food stamps benefits being cut by the Trump administration).

\textsuperscript{136} FOOD AND AGRIC. ORG. OF THE UNITED NATIONS, supra note 9. The United States Constitution does not include provisions “related to the right to adequate food,” although the government does provide food resources through SNAP benefits. Id.


\textsuperscript{138} Id.

\textsuperscript{139} Id.


\textsuperscript{141} Santhanam, supra note 137.

\textsuperscript{142} Id. As a result, almost one out of every ten households currently receiving SNAP benefits would lose them. Id.

\textsuperscript{143} Fadulu, supra note 135.

\textsuperscript{144} Id.

\textsuperscript{145} Id.
month.146 The ability that the government has to cut spending and SNAP benefits is concerning.

D. Our Courts Have the Ability to Recognize this Right to Food

The United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner asserts that economic, social and cultural rights can be litigated in court and be subject to judicial enforcement.147 However, the Office does recognize that the justiciability of these rights have traditionally been questioned and that the realization of these rights “depends heavily on Government policies.”148 Although judicial enforcement is by no means the only means of protecting a particular right, judicial enforcement “has a clear role in developing our understanding of these rights, in affording remedies in cases of clear violations and in providing decisions on test cases which can lead to systematic institutional change to prevent violations of rights in the future.”149

Scholars have asserted that the Supreme Court’s recent decision in Obergefell v. Hodges expanded our interpretation and recognition of human dignity.150 Additionally, it has been argued that “the Court’s willingness to advance human dignity provides a meaningful common thread between the right to marry and the right to food security.”151 Further, the Supreme Court has recognized human dignity in its understanding and interpretation of the Fifth and Eighth Amendments of our Constitution.152 It seems that the leap of recognizing a right to food as simply another area of recognizing and supporting human dignities is one that the Supreme Court can and should recognize.

146. Id. Households would be able to gain up to 33 dollars per month if utilities were underestimated or lose up to 75 dollars per month if utilities were overestimated. Id.
148. Id.
149. Id.
150. See Goodman, supra note 13 at 150 (propounding that “[t]he Supreme Court’s reliance on human dignity as the value underlying the due process and equal protection guarantees to which the petitioners were due in Obergefell, resembles the Court’s reliance on human dignity in other Supreme Court decisions”).
151. Goodman, supra note 13 at 151-52.
152. See Miranda, 384 U.S. at 460 (holding that “the constitutional foundation underlying the privilege [of the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination] is the respect a government must accord to the dignity and integrity of its citizens”); see also Furman, 408 U.S. at 305 (holding that “even the vilest criminal remains a human being possessed of common human dignity”).
Another position on this right to food in the United States is that “with the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, Social Security, Medicare, and public schooling, human dignity as liberty can certainly coexist with (and be enhanced by) the government’s provision of resources.”153 However, the United States has made clear that, domestically, it “pursues policies that promote access to food, and it is our objective to achieve a world where everyone has adequate access to food, but we do not treat the right to food as an enforceable obligation.”154 Further, in its explanation of its vote on the right to food in March of 2017, the United States emphasized that it is not a party to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.155 Although the United States as a whole has taken a clear stance on its refusal to recognize food as a right, “[a]dopting the human rights framework for addressing food insecurity seems a natural extension of the progress already made in the health and human rights movement.”156

Illinois, in its recent amendment to the Illinois’ Public Aid Code, appears to be one of the only states in the nation to recognize an issue with SNAP programs.157 Through its Restaurant Meals Program, Illinois will soon allow elderly, homeless, and disabled SNAP beneficiaries to redeem food stamps at participating restaurants.158 Although limited to elderly, disabled, and homeless recipients,159 the new program addresses a serious problem of SNAP beneficiaries who are simply unable to purchase non-prepared food items and cook them for themselves. The amendment, although rather minor in the grand scheme of local and national SNAP

155. Id.
156. Mariana Chilton and Donald Rose, A Rights-Based Approach to Food Insecurity in the United States, Am J. PUB. HEALTH (July 2009), www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2696644/ [perma.cc/TTXP-ZYT2]. The authors propound that, although the human rights framework itself is not new, since the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of the United Nations, the United States is the only nation besides Australia that “refuses to embrace the right to food, perhaps the most basic form of freedom from want.” Id.
157. See Pandemic EBT Up and Running in Illinois – Disaster relief benefits will help families feed their children, SHRIVER CENTER ON POVERTY LAW (May 5, 2020), www.povertylaw.org/article/pandemic-ebt-up-and-running-in-illinois/ [perma.cc/F5NS-RLTF] (addressing that, since the COVID-19 pandemic has limited in-person education, adjustments have been made to SNAP benefits to “families with school-aged children who would receive free or reduced-price meals when schools were in session”).
158. Elejalde-Ruiz, supra note 95. Although Illinois has amended its Public Aid Code to implement this statewide Restaurant Meals Program, the United States Department of Agriculture has yet to grant federal approving or funding. Chew, supra note 100.
benefits, seems to be a step in the right direction of recognizing one's need and possible right to food.

IV. PROPOSAL

This Comment proposes a federally implemented Restaurant Meals Program. This Comment agrees with the position that it is very difficult, if not impossible, for homeless, elderly, or disabled individuals to have access to hot meals at farmers markets or grocery stores, where SNAP benefits are currently utilized, and asserts that the ability to utilize SNAP services at restaurants is a step in the right direction of recognizing access to food as a “right.” However, Restaurant Meals Programs only exist in a handful of states and are set to be implemented in Illinois next year.

Additionally, this Comment proposes that the federally implemented Restaurant Meals Program allow all SNAP beneficiaries to utilize restaurant benefits – not only disabled, elderly, or homeless SNAP beneficiaries. Lastly, this Comment asserts that food insecurity is a challenge that must continuously be combatted, and, although the recognition of food as a “right” in the United States is unlikely, extending Restaurant Meals Programs to all SNAP beneficiaries is one positive way to do so.

A. Federally Implemented Restaurant Meals Program

As of November of 2019, only portions of California, Rhode Island, and Arizona have implemented Restaurant Meals Programs. Previously, Michigan executed its own Restaurant

---

160. Currently, recipients of SNAP benefits in Illinois can only use the benefits to buy “groceries at retailers.” Elejalde-Ruiz, supra note 95. Being able to only purchase groceries and not already prepared food is challenging for homeless individuals without access to cooking supplies or storage space. Id. Additional problems exist as well for some elderly or disabled SNAP recipients who may not be able to cook safely in their kitchens at home. Id.

161. Weisenstein, supra note 98; SNAP Restaurant Meals Program, supra note 10.

162. See SNAP Restaurant Meals Program, supra note 10 (providing that the Rhode Island Department of Human Services has approved regulations allowing homeless households, some elderly SNAP recipients, and some disabled SNAP recipients to utilize SNAP benefits to buy prepared restaurant meals); see Restaurant Meals Program, ARIZ. DEPT OF ECON. SECURITY (Oct. 10, 2019), des.az.gov/content/restaurant-meals-program (illustrating that the Restaurant Meals Program in Arizona is a Nutrition Assistance program which allows certain disabled, elderly, and homeless participants to use their EBT cards to purchase prepared meals from participating restaurants); See Restaurant Meals Program, CDSS SOCIAL SERVICES, (Nov. 20, 2019), www.cdss.ca.gov/inforesources/calfresh/restaurant-meals-program (providing that the CalFresh Restaurant Meals Program “is an optional county program that allows CalFresh recipients who are 60 years of age or older, disabled, or homeless” to redeem their benefits to purchase lower cost premade meals at
Meals Program but eliminated it in 2013. Illinois, through its amendment to its Public Aid Code, has recently affected its own SNAP Restaurant Meals Program. Like other states’ Restaurant Meals Programs, Illinois’s recent amendment permits “individuals who are elderly, persons with a disability, and homeless individuals to redeem their Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program benefits at private establishments that contract with the Department to offer meals for eligible SNAP recipients at concessional prices.”

Although the Restaurant Meals Program is sanctioned by the United States Department of Agriculture, there is no mandatory implementation policy for individual states. Arizona, the only state other than Illinois providing a statewide Restaurant Meals Program, provides a Nutrition Assistance program that allows certain disabled, elderly, and homeless participants to use their EBT cards to purchase prepared meals from participating restaurants. The Rhode Island Department of Human Services has also approved regulations allowing homeless households, some elderly SNAP recipients, and some disabled SNAP recipients to utilize SNAP benefits to buy prepared restaurant meals. California has implemented a CalFresh Restaurant Meals Program which “is an optional county program that allows CalFresh recipients who are 60 years of age or older, disabled, or homeless” to redeem their benefits to purchase lower-cost premade meals at participating restaurants in counties that have elected to participate. As such, Illinois will join only a statewide Program in Arizona and county implemented Programs in California and

163. See Alexia Elejalde-Ruiz, supra note 158 (referencing Bob Wheaton’s, spokesman for the Michigan Department of Health & Human Services, comments stating that the cutting of the Restaurant Meals Program was due to concerns about lack of nutritional options at restaurants and fraud occurring at some locations).
165. Id.
167. See Restaurant Meals Program, ARIZ. DEPT OF Econ. SECURITY (Oct. 10, 2019), des.az.gov/content/restaurant-meals-program (illustrating that the Restaurant Meals Program in Arizona is a Nutrition Assistance program which allows certain disabled, elderly, and homeless participants to use their EBT cards to purchase prepared meals from participating restaurants).
168. SNAP Restaurant Meals Program, supra note 10.
169. See Restaurant Meals Program, CDSS SOCIAL SERVICES, supra note 162 (providing that the CalFresh Restaurant Meals Program “is an optional county program that allows CalFresh recipients who are 60 years of age or older, disabled, or homeless” to redeem their benefits to purchase lower cost premade meals at participating restaurants in counties that have elected to participate).
Rhode Island.\textsuperscript{170}

Those capable of enrolling in Restaurant Meals Programs, if the state he or she lives in even offers the program, must be homeless, disabled, or elderly.\textsuperscript{171} However, a large portion of these individuals receiving SNAP benefits are obviously living outside the minority of states offering Restaurant Meals Programs. As such, a federally implemented Restaurant Meals Program is necessary to guarantee homeless, elderly, and disabled SNAP recipients the ability to purchase already prepared food.

For many homeless people, it is likely that he or she does not have a place to store or refrigerate food purchased with food stamps; thus, purchasing perishable food items may not be a viable option.\textsuperscript{172} Additionally, many low-income individuals face physical health barriers to preparing their own meals or may lack the space to cook food or store food properly.\textsuperscript{173} The ability to purchase already prepared meals from grocery stores or from participating restaurants for SNAP beneficiaries must be a possibility for all SNAP beneficiaries – not only those in Illinois, Arizona, or parts of Rhode Island and California.\textsuperscript{174} As such, a federally fulfilled Restaurant Meals Program that must be instituted in each state – just as SNAP programs are available in each state, this service must be available as well.

Federal funding is used to support a large and diverse range of programs and activities in America.\textsuperscript{175} However, domestic food

\textsuperscript{170} See SNAP Restaurant Meals Program, supra note 10 (providing that Rhode Island has approved regulations allowing homeless households, some elderly SNAP recipients, and some disabled SNAP recipients to utilize SNAP benefits to buy prepared restaurant meals); See Restaurant Meals Program, ARIZ. DEPT OF ECON. SECURITY, supra note 162 (asserting that the Restaurant Meals Program in Arizona is a Nutrition Assistance program which allows certain disabled, elderly, and homeless participants to use their EBT cards to purchase prepared meals from participating restaurants); See Restaurant Meals Program, CDSS SOCIAL SERVICES supra note 162 (providing that the CalFresh Restaurant Meals Program allows CalFresh recipients aged 60 years or older, recipients who are disabled, or recipients who are homeless to redeem their benefits to purchase lower cost premade meals at participating restaurants that have elected to participate).

\textsuperscript{171} Id.


\textsuperscript{173} Trotter, supra note 166. Nolan Downey, an attorney for the Sargent Shriver National Center on Poverty Law, led the organization’s advocacy efforts on the Illinois Public Aid Code Amendment and stated, “[h]aving that option where they can go to a grocery store and get a rotisserie chicken or go to one of these restaurants and get a meal – it’s the difference between eating and not eating.” Id.

\textsuperscript{174} See supra note 162 and accompanying text (providing descriptions regarding states that have already implemented certain Restaurant Meals Programs).

\textsuperscript{175} A Brief Guide to the Federal Budget and Appropriations Process, AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION, www.acenet.edu/Policy-Advocacy/Pages/
assistance funding is secured through a combination of mandatory and discretionary funding. Spending encompassing SNAP benefits is determined by the terms of the authorizing law which will require full funding. That funding “may vary with program participation.” Understandably, the amount of funding required to support this Comment’s proposal would be higher than current funding. However, as the United States already recognizes food assistance programs as mandatory spending, this action taken to combat food insecurity in the United States is necessary to implement positive change.

B. Restaurant Meals Programs Not Limited to Homeless, Elderly, or Disabled Recipients

Once a federally implemented Restaurant Meals Program is implemented, the ability to utilize the Program must be extended to all SNAP recipients – not only homeless, elderly, and disabled recipients. This Comment does recognize that those three groups of people do face significant challenges regarding the ability to prepare their own meals, however, the extension of the Program to all recipients is necessary to assist all beneficiaries.

The Illinois Department of Human Services, the same department that administers SNAP benefits to the nearly 1.8 million individuals who are enrolled in the state, “already screens for people who are elderly, disabled, or experiencing homeless.” Because of this, if an individual who was not elderly, disabled, or homeless attempted to use his or her EBT card to redeem benefits for already prepared food or for a meal at a participating restaurant, the transaction would be denied in real-time. Not only would this be demoralizing for the individual attempting to use SNAP benefits to purchase his or her next meal, but it also eliminates a sale from the restaurant or store.

The circumstances surrounding an individual who receives SNAP benefits are likely unknown. It seems unrealistic to prevent individuals from utilizing his or her SNAP benefits at restaurants and stores that have contractually agreed to participate in a Restaurant Meals Program simply because he or she is not elderly, disabled, or homeless. Additionally, the amount allotted to an individual each month that is eligible for Restaurant Meals


177. Id.

178. Id.

179. Trotter, supra note 166.

180. Id.
Programs under SNAP does not change. The per month allotment remains the same whether or not an individual is purchasing food and redeeming benefits at a grocery store, farmers market, restaurant, or hot foods counter. As such, there is little harm in allowing recipients of SNAP benefits to spend his or her monthly food allowance in whichever way he or she deems fit—whether that be purchasing all locally grown produce at farmers markets, buying groceries at supermarkets, or redeeming benefits for hot meals at participating restaurants or hot food counters.

Critics who object to Restaurant Meals Programs have cited “that the meals available for purchase at the restaurants are low in nutritional value. However, this criticism ignores that [Restaurant Meals Programs are] open to all restaurants who apply to participate and meet certain criteria.”\(^{181}\) Those same critics may fail to recognize that, “for people who are unable to prepare their own meal, hunger is the unacceptable alternative.”\(^{182}\)

V. CONCLUSION

Although the United States has failed to follow the tradition of many other modern countries in recognizing food as a “right,” its application of federal food programs is no doubt a step in the right direction of addressing the problem of food insecurity. Additionally, individual states and their application of additional services, including Restaurant Meals Programs, have further addressed the devastating issue of food insecurity and the sometimes inability to access or prepare food. An individual in our country should not need to worry about when the next time he or a family member may eat his or her next meal. In conclusion, the ability to purchase already prepared meals from grocery stores or from participating restaurants for SNAP beneficiaries must be a possibility for all SNAP beneficiaries—not only those in Illinois, Arizona, or parts of Rhode Island and California. Further, all individuals receiving SNAP benefits should have the ability to redeem those benefits on hot meals or food items from participating grocery stores and restaurants. The ability to do so must not remain limited to only elderly, homeless, or disabled SNAP recipients. This past year, the United States led the world in financial assets growth and per capita wealth.\(^{183}\) Although per capita wealth increased drastically,


\(^{182}\) Id.

the United States has a distribution of wealth more unequal than in any other country.\textsuperscript{184} There is no question that wealth inequality is likely here to stay, but the people of the United States should not face hunger as a result of one’s socioeconomic status.